1. According to the Constitution written by the ambedkar what is the percentage of reservation given to SC, ST, BC people?

2. According to the Constitution written by the ambedkar in which sectors (study, job, loans, etc) the reservation should be given to SC, ST, BC?

3. According to the Constitution written by the ambedkar for how many years the reservation system should be continued?

4. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given in ELIGIBILITY for the job also?

Ex: person who are qualified B. Tech with aggregate percentage of 70 for OC, OBC 65, SC, ST 55-60 percent.

5. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that age relaxation also be given in reservation in all job notifications?

Ex: age limit for OC 25 years, OBC 28 years, SC ST 35 years.

6. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given for qualifying marks in the exam written for job.

Ex: to eligible for interview qualifying marks in the written test is minimum 40 percent for OC, 37 for OBC, 35-30 percent for SC, ST.

7. Was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given in paying applications fee also?

Ex: eligible candidates should pay application fee of 500, for OBC 250, SC ST people are exempted.

8. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given in giving the promotion to the employees in an organization for their efficient work?

Ex: in government organizations promotions should be given to SC, ST people first and after that for OC.

9. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given in selection of candidates for participation in elections.

Ex: in these elections 30 percent of constituencies for BC and 20 percent for SC, ST.

10. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given in implementing the schemes by the government.

Ex: giving loans to SC, loans without interest, scholarship for SC, ST to study abroad... etc

11. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given in coaching or training programs conducted by the government.

Recent Ex: our government starting Coaching classes (center) for the students who are preparing for civils who belongs to SC Community.

12. Was ambedkar written in the Constitution that Government should give free electricity for SC people by reservation? if, written for how many years?

Ex: In so many villages complete SC COLONY people aren’t paying a single penny as electricity bill.
13. Actually what is the theme or main aim (of ambedkar) of giving reservation to BC, SC, ST people and what is the reason behind it (giving reservation)?

14. Was ambedkar written in the Constitution that in every scheme introduced by the government reservation should be applied.

EX: The people who get married and belongs to SC category will get an amount of 200000 rs for ST, 1.5 for SC, and 1 lakh for minorities under the scheme of kalyana laxmi in Telangana, YSR kalyana laxmi in ANDHRAPRADESH.

15. According to Constitution was any CM Or PM Or any politician have the right to put their names or their relatives names to the schemes introduced by the government? (peoples money).

EX: chandanna bhima, KCR Kit, YSR kalyana laxmi

NTR gruha nirmanam, YSR gruha nirmanam.

Total government schemes and the government itself runs by the people’s money and politicians put the names of schemes as their or their relatives names.. How pity

16. Nowadays most of MLAs MPs are joining from all other parties to the party which have won in the election.. So that there Will be no opposition.. Then adhikara paksham is introducing their own ideas and schemes without any opposition or permission or acceptance of anyone (people). .. Does they’ve this authority to do that?

17. Was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should be given to women in jobs?

Ex: in every state level job notification in telangana 33 percent of jobs are reserved for women

18. Was ambedkar written in the Constitution that in some companies under government sector after the retirement of employees their jobs are given to their sons directly without any examination...

Ex: singarenji job

20. What is the amount of Central budget in the past 20 years? Give the details of every year..

21. What are the sources of income added from year to year for the increased amount of budget?

22. What is the amount of state budget of Andhra pradesh and Telangana in the past 20 years?

What are the sources of income added from year to year for the increased amount of budget?

Ex: GST, decrease in interest rate given to customers from the banks, increase in the minimum deposit of bank accounts from 500 to 3500, increase of house tax etc.. Give the details for every year..
23. was ambedkar written in the Constitution that reservation should also given in the form of local and non local candidates also?